COUNCIL WORKMINUTES
APRIL 2I.2021
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, April 21, 2021, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Corurcil Chambers, l0 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips.
STAFF PRESENT: City Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; City
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis;
Police Chief Darin Adams; Fire Chief Mike Phillips; Economic Development Director
Danny Stewart; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall; City Planner Don Boudreau; Airport
Manager Nick Holt; Water Superintendent Robbie Mitchell; Leisure Services Director Ken
Nielson.

OTHERS PRESENT: DeI ynn Rodeback, Mike Babcock, Betty Babcock, David Smith,
Anngie Christiansen, Howard Christiansen, Troy Thalheimer, Michael Radebaugh, Jesse
Brimhall, Dixon Tiffany, RoseMary Tiffany, Teru Kennet, Jimmy Roden, Laura Henderson,
Dave Clarke, Frank Mack, Brian Vaughn, Tom Jett, Ron Larsen, Kevin Childs, Alisa Childs,
Carter Wilkey, Robert Nanney, Michael Carter, Teri Kenney.

CALL TO ORDER: Pastor Michael

Radebau gh of Mountain View Baptist Church gave the

invocation; the pledge was led by Offrcer Crofts.

AGENDA ORDER APPROVAL: Councilmember Philli ps Item #9 &

10 pulled at this time

moved to approve the agenda order; second by Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION AGENDA - MAYOR AN D COUNCIL BUSINESS: STAFF
COMMENTS: rlsom - I would like to remind people of the funding available for helping

businesses affected by the pandemic. Some new funds restaurant revitalization fund $28.6
billion set aside. $5 billion set aside for women and veteran owned businesses and businesses
that don't have an even playing field. We encourage those that got funding though PPP
lending will be identified as restaurants and approached by the SBA for more relief. Shutter
Venue Operator grants are also available the 8t ofApril, Shakespeare and others that were
very hampered by the pandemic can get some money. I encourage people to explore those
and make thernselves whole. rPhillips * shout out to the Public Works Department,
specifically the Street Departrnent for the spring cleanup. rMayor - ifyou have not drivor by
the Sunset Canyon detention, I suggest you drive by. It is the first underground basin, and it
is fascinating to see the progress and moving along quite rapidly. Another one, mark your
calendars on May 5th the tentative budget will be handed out to the Council. May 10 & 1 I
from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. we will have public meetings with the different department and
division heads to give an update and answer questions and give council a chance to hear from
them on the tentative budget and see how the city budgeting is done. We will then progress
through the budget process. rSwear in Sergeant Kirk Lovell, Corporal Aaron Condie and
Patrol Officer II Nick Syrett. Chief Adams - before we start, I want to give an update on the
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traffic issues on Interctate, we have had ofEcers up thele, citations have been issued and the
trailer has been up there as well. Mayor - briefly talk about the social media post, the PD is
engaged in. I want the community to know that the PD addresses these.types ofthings.
Darin - there was a social media iost for National Rape Day for the 24th, posting pictures
saying you can,t hide, and we are coming after you. There was one individual in the wrong
place, and one was suspended. They cannot charge, but they are all on the radar. Mayor - I
irate that we have to address this, but law enforcement reacts to these types ofactivities.
Darin - recently we took command of the Narcotics Task Force, JR is taking that over. we
had to reclassifi and backfill other positions. We had a current roster to draw from. We
promoted Kirk Lovell to sergeant, Aaron condie to corporal and Nick Syrett is hired as
iatrol Officer II, he comes to us fiom Washington County, Bountiful and Unified PD. Nick
Syrett - I glew up in Cedar city and wanted to get back here. Attended SUU with criminal
justice bachelors, happy to be back here. Aaron Condie - been in Cedar City for 5 years'
moved here from Wyoming 2.5 years ago. Here with me is my wife Debbie, daughters
Taeley and oakley and my son Haulden. Kirk Lovell - The dog Max has been tumed over to
Tyrell. My family is here. Glad to be part of the Deparhnent and glad that the Council has
been active in attracting good candidates, we have a good department. My wife Kelly,
daughter Sadie, sons Shawn and Justin, my brother Lee and twin. Parents, sister and her
husband, my in laws are all here, we are well represented. Mayor - we know our officers
couldn't do what they do without the support of the family and you have to be the ones that
deal with the fear and everything else when they put on their vests. We appreciate you and
know our officers families mean the world to them. Nick - here with me is my wife Taylor,
and my girls Juniper and Piper. Renon Savage administered the Oath of Office. Chief - we
appreciate the family and understand and know we appreciate your support. They could not
do what they do without you.

PUBLIC COMMENTS: rUtah Shakes peare Festival update. Frank Mack, Executive
Producer and Brian Vaughn Artistic Director - we are here to give and update, there is so
much happening and not happening. We had to cancel last year; we will not cancel this year.
Getting there is not easy, we work with actors association ofactors and stage managers and
they have been coming up with safety measures, it is a difficult project, 3 sets ofguidelines
and multiple changes and discussions. We are close but are not there yet' If the Actors Union
won't cooperate then we will use nonunion actors if we have to, we don't want to, many of
the actors we have had in the past are union actors. We will have a fuIl festival and feel we
will work it out with the union actors. We will have to wear masks. The only other thing is
the State of Utah requires masks of more than 50. There is also a provision if we sell
concessions you have to be distanced in pods. Not selling concessions you don't have to do
that. We will not sell concessions; we will have a tartless season. By not selling concessions
we can set people side by side. That is where we are. The Festival owning to the generosity
ofthe City Council, Iron County Commissioners, State ofUtah and donors have helped us
get to a financial stability. We have funding in place to produce the season even with the
extra expenses. We are thankful to the City and to Iron County and the State of Utah and
private donors that are making it possible to make us well positioned to let us have a sezuion.
We are moving forward. We start rehearsals May lOth. Isom - have you been in touch with
the SBA for the shuttered venue? Frank - Yes, we are aware they will reopen the grants next
week, we wake up waiting for the portal. Phillips - I recognize we have people coming from
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all over the country. I am assuming they will be vaccinated. Frank - we have been pleased
with the percentage already vaccinate is extrernely high. We are working with the Health
Deparhnent to get everyone vaccinated. The last emails, we will have very few that have not
received their shots, it is a company of250-300 people, a large group coming from out of
town. Brian - it has been taxing on the central nervous system, we have some employees
doing construction. We have made most of the officers to the acting company with the caveat
that it could change. We are hopefully optimistic. It will look a little different, the audience
will wear masks, actors will not. Some concessions are worth it for us, getting thing back.
The economic impact to the City is a big one. Also encouraging is we have sold over a $1
million in tickets already. It is down from normal, but it is still a good number. Frank - only
down 20%o. Nick - we are in a good place thanks to all of the support. We want to be going
for the 60-year anniversary. Fred C. Adams passed away ayear ago. Hopefully, the union
will fall in line. Phillips - will there be green shows? Brian - yes, some actor/audience
engagonent will be lessened. We won't have some of our production seminars and tours.
We are looking to have online presence, a silver lining with COVID. Frank - Shakespeare's
birthday is April 23d, our annual gala is online. We invite political, business and community
leaders to do walk on. The Mayor will perform Friday night, it is free, we will accept
donations for the performance, go to the home page, then to make a scene and you can
request a link. It is 7:00 p.m. Friday, the Govemor and First Lady, Lt. Governor and First
Husband and the Attomey General, and 6 professional actors will do most of the acting. You
can see the cast on the website. It is about t hour long. Normally we do this event live in
Salt Lake City, and anyone can see it if you request the link. It is a wonderful fundraising
success. Watch the Mayor perform in A Comedy of Errors. rChris Uchman, former
executive producer of Shakespeare Company that went dead in Folsom CA, one ofour best
performances was with 2 professional actom. Ifthere are oppoftunities to offer assistance; I
would love to be involved.

CONSIDER GRAN TING AN EASEMENT TO ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER AT 11
S. CROSS HOLLOW ROAD. R o CKY MOUNTAIN POWEWJONATHAN STATHIS:
Jonathan - they are requesting an easement on the west side ofCross Hollow Road, across
from Arena, there is a 20-foot easement, but it is full. They will pay compensation in the
amount of $9,718.08. Phillips-it is underground? Delynn Rodeback, Rocky Mountain
Power - yes. Phillips - to build capacity? Delynn - that is correct. Consent.
CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR SHADOW COVE PUD IN THE VICINITY OF
1935 NO RTH FIDDLERS CANYON. GO CIVIL ENGINEERING/DON BOUDREAU:
Mike Pierce, Go Civil - this is located by Fiddlers Elementary. It is part of a RDO Master
Plan approved years ago by Frank Nichols. We are proposing 98 units, part ofthis pod is
allowed 204 units and only doing 98, which is 8 units per acre. There is a master planned
detention basin being constructed now by Nichols Construction. They know they will not be
allowed occupancy until that is in place. It will do everything above the property and dmin
on Fiddlers Canyon Road. It is a full detention and release. Jonathan - not full detention, it
will be released. Mike - the detention is on the backside to the east of this project. There will
be two roads, Fiddlers Cove has been agreed by the two developers, Shadow Cove will do
the other road and bring in the improvements. There will be a large area in the middle as a
park for the PUD community. Mayor - will the park be built out at the same time as the
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units? Yes. Adams - will it be gated? Mike - It is not gated. Rod Hunt - it will be for the
private development. Adams - there are others in a PUD that will be for the development. If
you have a family living in the development, like Shadow Ridge, you can bring guests. Can
you walk in as a public, I guess you can, we won't have enforcement, we will encourage
families to bring guests in. The one we have is just under an acre with pickle ball and
basketball courts, grass area, dog park, and pavilion. This one will have two pavilions,
playground, pickle ball, basketball, etc. this is much larger in the open space. Adams
basketball courts are a big draw, we get carloads ofSUU students in the one where we live,
you will have some vandalism. Jonathan - on parks, in the parks master plan it shows a park
in this area. Hartley - on the trail, it shows a 10' sidewalk, are we ok with that. Jonathan
as long as we are using it to connect trails and along the road it is the best way to do it. Mike
- the trail will be along the road Fiddlers Cove Drive, now DL Sergeant. Hartley - does it
connect to the trail now? Jonathan - this will just be a piece now and master planned to move
on. Phillips - we want the trail to continue so people know it is the trail. Ron - we welcome
the trail. Hartley - Nichols will do that with the other improvanents? Mike - yes, they will
all go in together and that portion of the road. Rod - we have sigred everything with both
parties on the north and south side of the road. Mike - this property was once called Fiddlers
Cove, this area was sold offto Rod and Fiddlers Cove is dissolved and it is now Shadow
Cove. Phillips - it shows curb, gutter and sidewalk? Rod - yes and it will be landscaped as
well and full signage. It will be what we have done with Shadow Ridge except larger and
there will be an interior sidewalk going all the way around to the park area. Phillips - why a
PUD and not a subdivision. Rod - that is what we are used to building. Melling - I am not
sure you can have this many common walls in a subdivision. Phillips - we appreciate the
open space. Rod we have done that in Washington County and it becomes a community.
Melling - it exceeds the required open space. Rod - yes, 2.5 times. The roads will be wider,
22' driveways, it is much more open. Phillips - what is Fiddlers Canyon Road width? Mike
- it is 66 feet. Rod - our portion, as we landscape the frontage and bring to the sidewalk,
there is 12 feet ofroad we need to finish. Phillips - there was a lot ofdiscussion in Planning
Commission about the safety for the children and the school. Melling - that is why the
crossings are not on Fiddlers Canyon Drive. Rod - we want to keep that traffic back. Hartley
- has the water already come in? Jonathan - I don't think this has been irrigated so they are
not required to bring in water rights, they can do that or pay the water acquisition fee.

-

-

Consent.

CONSIDERVICINITY PLAI{ FOR CAUGHLIN PIIASE 1 SUBDIVISION IN THE
VICINITY OF T85O NORTH 3475 WEST. GO CIVIL ENGINEERING/DON
BOUDREAU: Mike Pierce, Go Civil - this subdivision is located by Equestrian Pointe,
no(h of 1600 North. Iron Willows to the east. This used to be part of Hunter Glen, phase 3,
but they are not doing that now. It is RE zone, phase 1 will be around 2l acres, RE zone will
allow 2 units per acre. There are 33 lots in this phase. There is an existing detention basin
that collects water fiom Hunter Glen and a lift station. Gravity sewer goes to the lift station
and then pumped back to I believe Airport Road. RE zone it is asphalt with borrow ditches.
The area is relatively flat, grade will be tricky. We are looking to expand a detention basin;
however it is a high point. Mike - there were lots mislabeled, there are only 33 lots.
Melling - this is a neat layout for the RE zone and a good use ofthat zone. Consent.
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CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR IRON WILL OWS PHASE 2 SUBDIVISION IN
TIIE VICINITY OF 33OO WEST 1775 NORTH. PLATT & PLATT E NGINEERING/
DON BOUDREAU: Dave Clarke, Platt & Platt - we are to the east of Hunter Glen, 43 R-1
lots that will tie into Hunter Glen on the West, Iron Willow on the east, filling in the
property. Phillips - does 1775 go through? Dave - it is part of this project. Consent.
CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR SCENIC VIE W SUBDIVISION IN THE
VICINITY OF 1600 N. LUND IIWY . PLATT & PLATT ENGINEERING/DON
BOUDREAU: Dave Clark, Platt & Plaft - this is further east, the Fire Training center is
across the street. It is 80 twin- home lots, will tie into the sewer on 1775 North, water on
1600 North and I think they will have to extend that line. There will be a detention pond with
slow release. Phillips - I am disappointed, I don't see one ounce of green space in this area. I
am not in favor of the layout. Tyler - city ordinance does not require that. They are twin

home, they do have back yards, they have yard space. Dave we have been at this several
years. I remember personally representing developments where we wanted to give a park lot
to the City, and they didn't want the park. This is a city street, not an HOA, so if we
dedicated space and it may be a weed patch. Melling - with these types of developments and
PUD's have smaller back yards, do we say not as large ofback yard if we require a park.
Hartley - where is the master planned park out there? Jonathan I don't know. Don
Boudreau, City Planner - I don't recall, the Leisure Service Master plan has a map on page
45. Jonathan - it would be to the north and east. Paul - one at 2400 North and one around
4500 west. Mayor - is Scenic Development planning on developing to the east in housing? I
know there are other discussion going on. Dave - I am not sure. Michael platt is handling
the design on this. I know they are looking at other options to the east. At one point they
talked about single family homes. It is all speculation. Melling - I struggle with the rigidity
of some of our zoning policy where everything is one thing. I would like to see some
discussion with transitional pieces ifyou have a zone bordering something else. To the north
is R-l, I would like to see some flexibility in saying some larger lots on the boarder and some
higher density townhomes along the major road. I know we don't allow that now in our
ordinance. Tom Jett - I have been driving around town a lot lately, we have talked about
master plans and there are parts in our town where they have done equivalent to alley ways, I
would like to incentivize or through ordinance to allow us to put some alley ways for
walkways between some of these homes so families can be a little more mobile. I have read
up on this lately, I think it is something we should consider if we want a walkable community
and minimize the children on the roads. This should be considered in our master planning; it
is time to start thinking about this. carter wilkey - what is the plan for the intersection of
Lund and 1600 North, with everything going in, what is the plan. In the four developments
we are talking about 400 homes. Jonathan - we have proposed in the budget to improve that
intersection, one corner is owned by the city. we are also planning a traffic study to see if it
warrants a 4-way stop. carter - does it take into consider the plan to widen Lund to 100
feet? Yes. chris Huntsman, I represent Hunter Glen. one of the items I would like to bring
forward, currently only one road to one ofthe developments, I think shadow canyon, NW of
Hunter Glen, the only access is through our community, 3475. There are connecting
properties so 3700 could be extended up. 2000 North goes to the north end ofthe vacant
property without access. we are looking for commercial ftamc to avoid these roads. It is our
responsibility to wam our children and keep them safe but would like the commercial traffic
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reroutd during development. we beat up last night one of the developefs on a zone change,
anything in the general plan with moderate amount of gro*th we support and we suppoft
bringing families to the area.

CONSIDER VICINITY PLAN FOR THE POINT S UBDIVISION PHASE I. IN THE
VICINITY OF I3OO NORTH 36 25 WEST. ENSIGN ENG INEERING/DON
BOUDREAU: RonL arsen, lnsite Engineering - if you go back to the original Equestrian
Pointe, this was part ofPhase 13, it was approved, signed and never recorded. Some
improvements were put in, there i s a storm drain and sewer line that serves another phase.
That was in 2007 or 2008. 2017 the developer sold the rest of the property and the area not
developed. The one area, phase 13 had improvements done, we came through city process,
final piat, Kit had us finish the improvements and final plat was approved, but never
recorded. We are back and asking for this subdivision, from original Equestrian 13, some
improvements still need to be done, we are asking to finish this part of the subdivision.
lhillips - why vicinity and final on the same agenda? Tyler - they had all the documents
readyand in ilace. Ron - vicinity plan was approved a few times but never recorded. Carter
Wil[ey - is this part of Equestrian Point and part of the HOA? Ron - no. I helped Devon
Chilas do Equesirian Poin1, there is one smaller park and one l7-acre park, he wanted to
develop it asa private park, the HoA doesn't want it and wanted to give it to the city and the
City said no. It would be nice to see something happen'
_

CONSI DERAPPRO VING THE FINAL PL AT FOR THE POINT S UBDIVISIO N.
PHASE 1. ENSIGN EN G INEERING/TYLER R OMERIL: Ron Larsen, InSite
Engineering - same project. Tyler - the water acquisition fee has not been paid, we are
figuring if they pay the fee or bring water rights. I woul d like it on action. Also, we need
clarity, the previous owner did some improvements befo re final plat. City Ordinance says we
charge $500 fee per lot. We usually slap the hand of the bad actor, but that person sold. We
doing
as staff cannot waive it. Ron - when it was being devel oped it was not as strict about
2007
.
or
2006
that?
Ron
the improvernents. Melling - when was the bad actor doing
Melling - if it was recent, i would say we should charge the fee. where this was a long time
ago, I ion't see assessing fines for something done so long ago. Tyler - Mr. Bittmenn said
tliat part of the ordinanci may have been put in after 2006. Ron - I think it was after these
improvements were put in. Fhillips - would it be two separate actions? Tyler - yes. If I find
oui the penalty wasn;t in existence, I will email you. Hartley - does this fall under the
resolution to not waive fees? Tyler - that is more for utilities. Mayor - Tyler will do some
research.

CONSIDER AN ORDIN ANCE FOR THE SECOND AME NDMENT T o THE FINAL
PLAT OF T HE CEDARMEDIC AL & SURGICAL CONDOMINIUMS LO CATED I
THE VICIN ITY OF TlO wEs T T325 NORTH. INSITE ENG IN EERING/TYLER
ROMERIL: Ron Larsen, InSite Engineering - this is the building on the east in the
complex. Ori ginally unit 125 and unit 150 had a wall, a portion was in another unit. It has
you don't
been changed and someone is trying to buy Unit 150 and the title company said
wall being
is
the
own that. We need to move the line and change the areas. The only change
just waiting
moved. The two owners have signed the plat and it has been reviewed' They are
on this to close on the ProPertY.
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PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSID ER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE
GENERAL LAND USE PLAN FROM MEDIUM DEN SITY RESIDENTIAL TO
HIGH DENSITY RESID ENTIAL FOR PROPE RTY LOCATED AT 820 SOUTH
SUNSET DRIVE. PLATT & PLATT/TYLER R OMERIL: Pulled
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSID ER AN ORDINANCE AMEN DING THE ZONE
FROMDWELLINGTWO UNIT R-2-2) TO DW ELLING MULTIPLE UNIT R-3-M)
FOR PROPERTY LOC ATED AT 820 SOUTH SUNSET DRIVE . PLATT & PLATT/
TYLER ROMERIL: Pulled
CONSIDER OPTIONS TO ALLOWDAVIDSMITHT O DEVELOP HIS PROPERTY
NORTH O F THE ASHDOWN FOREST PUD. DA\TD SMITH/MICHAEL CARTER/
TYLERROMERIL: M ichael Carter - this is in line with Yogi Berra, deja vu all over again.

This has been before the council on a number ofoccasions. We are asking the council to
honor the decision made in December 2008. As we set here and listen to scenarios of
cleaning up scenarios from earlier years, this would fall into the same category. Mr. Smith
was in the 2005, 2007 and earlier and tenant in common with Frank Nichols and he had
different names of developments, Fiddlers and Ashdown Forest. This is NE of Ashdown
Forest. At one time it was platted and was final all but filing, a repeated theme of this
meeting. Mr. Nichols and Mr. Smith, primarily Mr. Nichols, in the downtum in housing, it
was platted as Ashdown Forest Phase 8, not the one recently done, it was supposed to be
expanding Ashdown Forest. It was never filed with the county; they didn't want increase in
property taxes. Mr. Smith and Mr. Nichols divided their tenancy in common and have
different parcels, one donated to SUU and it is to the north of this. The streets had
improvements done prior to filal plat, that is done at developer risk, that is true to some
degree. Some phases developed and sold. The controversy lies with access. Mr. Smith is
landlocked and incapable oftaking advantage of the development because ofthe
interpretation of the Engineering Standards for 80 lots. The access would be through canyon
Gate, that would have to be bonded for and built which is planned. The second access was
going to be through Bridgewater. Life happens and things change. There is now a gate, they
have not been willing to negotiate extending their development. Most of the roads are in
place. Mr. Smith would like to take advantage of that. The road will eventually go north
through the sITLA property, but that is another 16 years when the city is obligated to do
that. Mr. smith has explored building a temporary road which does not make sense if there is
going to be a permanent road. The original plat designates Bridgewater as a 35, emergency
access. There is a lawsuit for unrestricted access and Judge westfall threw that out and it
went to an emergency access. There will be primary access through a city street, Canyon
Gate and cotton Tail. The second access could be through a knox box that blocks the access
through Ashdown Forest. The spirit of the engineering standards would be met. This was
something a previous council in 2008 wrestled with. This access and the one on cottontail
were the subject of an SID assessment to Mr. Nichols and Mr. Smith, some paid and some
unpaid, so they paid for the access that they cannot use. You have the authority, the channel,
100 feet ofproperty belongs to Cedar City, as predesigrrated as emergency access, we are
asking the City to have that as secondary access and sell the 23 lots there with minimal
improvements. The Council in 2008 went with an option to temporarily 2nd access until a
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norther road could be constructed, that ignored the Bridgewater access. That is the second
access that should allow the property to be utilized and originally intended'
are 80 lots
Mayor - how many lots is he proposing to develop in that area. Michael - there
is
access
in iaoyon Gate, this would add 23 lotJto that traffic. That is where the second
controiersial. Hartley - is the second access for emergency? I thought it was for the
some
residences. Jonathan - first it is for emergency access if the first access is blocked for
trips per day, 10
reason. The second reason is the way engineering standards is set up, it is on
local
per day which comes up to g00 vehicles per day. Engineering standards designates a
street is
st.""t ofsoo t.ips per day, D is on the low end, but ok. The other aspect is a local
ofway,
ri-ght
a"rigrrut"a to carry 800 vehicles per day. The streets in canyon cate are 50 foot
trips per
it is"now lower to 45, but it has the same designation. By adding 23 lots that is 1030
state
does
when
day going through Canyon Gate which exceeds the 800 per day' Melling fui iiu""", guid;n"" on the numbers, are there state laws? Tyler - I am not aware of.any.
information in fire
Jonathan - there are recommendations on engineering guidance, there is
Michael - in the
code for second access. Melling - the minimums come up under fire code.
canyon Gate Subdivision there are 80 lots platted, but it is not fully built out. The numbers
of the scenario,
are ior fully built out subdivisions. The ciiy council in 2008 were aware
Canyon Gate'
through
there is a clmment in the minutes that said it would push more traffic
we can build
The council took that into consideration, they said we will waive that until
decided it was
Council
City
another access. These are the same numbers as in 2008 and the
Canyon Gate is
an acceptable compromise to allow it to flow through Canyon Gate' Again,
or not they
not trtty tuitt out. Paul - the map in fiont ofyou is way out ofdate as to whether
just
getting cops
are buili out. Second point within the rubric of emergency access it is not
of natural
sort
is
some
and fire in, it is getting people out, that is to ease congestion ifthere
canyon Gate
disaster such as a wildfrre. Mayor - when we are looking at the 80 lots in the
we say you
can
How
area and you want to base some of the 23 on that not being developed.

can'tdevelop,theycoulddevelopthuntomorrowtogettothe80'Anumberoflotshave
built out? Michael
been develoied. How do you justiff that as access that they are not fully
now. A couple of the homes the
- I don,t nelate that; I amlust saying they are not build outyard,
that does not mean they can't
o*n". bougf,t two lots onJfor their house and one for the
going through? Michael
be sold anJbuilt out. phillips - who owns the property that you are
_ Mr. Smith owns that. This is a city designed and dedicated sffeet. There was
resolved or
contemplation of widening Bridgewater to make it a city street. It is not fully
desigrred.
pages of
Phillips - this was brought to my attention about 48 hours ago' We received 91
we got to this
material on this one issue, and I read it all, that is a lot. It is a lot to digest how
gone
on for
point. I am not going to say we will or will not do this in 2 days when it has
be
fr4i"frra"- *Jhuu" dir"rr.red with staff on several occasions looking for a way to
with
'compliant.
We have discussed Bridgewater with Kit Wareham on several occasions and
crossings
on two
other staff, but staff will not comment on engineering standards. we relied
at his own
invested
dollars
thousand
paid for that we cannot use one. He has several hundred
Property
Real
of
the
help
iisk, but in the flow of economy had to stop. We have asked for the
is
Omtudsman, some of that information you have is probably from thern' Due diligence

i"-..

gi,".'byyoolookingatthern.Iwouldurgethatwenottablethisindefinitely.Mayor_can
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you give the Council the discussions with the HOA and the dispute. Michael HOA is not
interested in any extension. They don't want any crossing over Bridgewater. The plat that
gave rise to the HOA and Ashdown Forest desigrrates it as ernergency access, it is not
changed or challenged. Mayor - that is different than secondary access. Michael yes, but
it is there. Paul - the only people with keys to knox box is public safety, it does not help
residents get out in an emergency. Michael - I am sure the gate could be forced across. you
could look at2 or 3 roads to the north. Michael - it isjust that it is landlocked and there
should be some compromise. Mayor- is there a lawsuit between Mr. Nichols and Mr.
Smith, or just going to the property Ombudsman? Michael - no lawsuit with Mr. Nichols or
any ofhis entities. He was part ofthe group that brought the lawsuit, it was between them
and Mr. Nichols, Mr. Smith has not been part of that lawsuit. We see no present basis for a
lawsuit to resolve this issue.
Robert Nanney, Past President ofAshdown Forest HOA - our roads are private, and we have
to maintain them. We have no services from the City other than garbage disposal. We don't
get clean up or anything. We have denied access to Bridgewater because they are private
roads. If they develop, they won't go down around, they will go through our roads that are in
bad shape now. We are not going to open the roads. For 16+ years we have been fighting
this. Tyler - I agree with Mr. Nanney, that is private Foperty, Dave Smith has private
property, I would not give access to Mr. Smith unless he brings something that says he is
granted access through the private property. Mr. Nanney - that was fought and won. Tyler
the contract issue, in 2008 the Council said try and put together a contract, there was not
effort on either side for the contract. When Mr. Smith came back, he brought a vicinity plan
not a contract and they did not approve the vicinity plan without the secondary access. Staff
tumed down the vicinity plan. There was not a contract, a direction to work one out, but it
never happened. Another thing to consider, there are a lot of large property owners that
would love the ability to not put a second access in. If you grant to one, another will want
that same concession. Hartley - what did the 2008 Council outline. Tyler - there were not
any terms, a dispute with Mary Cotton. There was discussion on an amended plat by Mary
Cotton. To keep the City out of the lawsuit and try and take care ofboth sides the option of
an agreement was presented and voted on without any terms being discussed. Phillips - the
real crux is at some point their property was believed to have access to be developed. I don't
know the issues with Mr. Nichols and Mr. Smith. The property when purchased you
believed to be developed. Something happened that denied access to that road. Mayor - it is
just not easily done, but not landlocked. Paul - the access would have to go to the north
through our property to Main Street, it is expensive, probably a mile to mile and half. We
put a small road behind Home Depot, and we are in that road in excess of$900,000, so for
Mr. Smith this is expensive access. Mayor - with the 23 lots he would have the necessary
access. Hartley - we could discussion options available, but it was just temporary permission
to use one access. Michael - it was to waive it for a small time. My point to Mr. Nanney is
that Mr. Smith is not asking access back into Ashdown Forest, only emergency access to the
north if necessary, with Paul's point if they needed to flea. The plats filed with the County it
is already there. Hartley - there are standards that take it over the limit. Michael - that has
not changed since 2008. Mayor - the change is the buildout of Canyon Gate Subdivision.
Phillips - there was reference on Decernber 3, 2008, do we have the ability to change that?
Tyler - yes, one council does not bind another council unless there is a contract. If there was
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it must be in writing. Hartley - they said do a
development agreement. Phillips - was the waiver ofthe second access part of the
agreement? Yes. Michael - we have been told we will not waive the engineering standards,
and the city has already said they would do it. We have never been able to get past the terms,
it is giving direction to staff. Tyler - Mr. Smith came to council for vicinity plan not a
contract. That is how we don't give you an agreement, the council said you have to have
secondary access. Michael - we have worked on amicable terms, disageed on some, but no
contention. With respect of the vicinity plan, that was done with the prospect to build a road
to the north. Tyler - there was no road in the vicinity plan to the north. Michael - there was
never a contraci or the ability to get past the waiver. The vicinity plan was an attempt to
move forward. We have never come to that point in the discussion for a contract.
a contract we cannot disagree on terms,

Dixon Tiffany, resident ofAshdown Forest - nobody wants to get in the way of developing
his property. The concem for us is the roads we use in our community are in the shape they
are in because ofthe way they are used for the property already there. On Nichols Canyon
Road alone there are 20 to 30 trucks going up and down that every day and going through the
roundabout and on the curbs, gutters and sidewalk besides the regular damage. One of the
concems we have to deal with, if we give permission for emergency exit on Bridgewater it is
like when the cow sticks his nose through the fence until the calfgets out, ifyou give and
inch, they take a mile. There are a couple of places a second access could go through there is
a possibility to put a second access to Wedgewood and another one shown, that is an
alternative to Bridgewater. We don't want to get in the way of development, we are as
excited about progress as anyone, but we have to protect ourselves. Adams - the financial
aspect is to bring in Mr. Nichols subdivision to pay into the HOA. Mr. Nanny - we
discussed this, and it was no. Adams - that was the original plan. Dixon - Bridgewater is
not a wide road, about 35 feet, the way the properties align it cannot be widened to make it
acceptable as a secondary road. This is why I am trying to offer an altemative. It is expensive
to build roads. Carter Wilkey - as far as the ordinance is written for the 80 lot egress rule.
One subdivision if you have more than 80 you have to have a second access. How far does
the 80 have to go, just out of the platted subdivision? Jonathan - you would go to the point
where the 80 units empty out. It was mentioned that it is an available second access, which it
would not because there are more than 80 units emptying into that access. Carter - is it
multiple subdivisions? Paul - it is not limited to subdivisions, you can get phase 1 with 20
lots, phase 2 could get sold off, it is still trafflc trying to get back to those roads. Carter
does the ordinance say how wide of road you are ernptying on has to be? You still have the
problon with Fenwick, I am asking as an ordinance question. Paul - it doesn't talk about
subdivisions; it talks about the number of lots. Carter - you could take an entire section that
gets to one major road, what size ofroad? Jonathan - it does not specifu the size ofthe road.
Melling - he mentioned because Fenwick was already at 80 it would not qualifo as a second
access, so is all the property back there locked until you get a second access. Jonathan
there was discussion on bringing it to Cottontail, but the throat is where it is interpreted.
Melling - if the City built the road through the SITLA piece, their second access could not tie
in? Mayor - when you hit 80 you must have a second access. Hartley - the second access
could have 200 homes? Paul - they would have other access because of the volume of
homes. Ifyou look at Fiddlers Canyon Area, there are 4 accesses, Fiddlers Canyon, Nichols
Canyon, Cobble Creek, and DL Sargent, not all go all the way up the canyon. Carter - ifyou
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get past the second access, you can have 300 or 400? Jonathan - yes. Carter - I think you
need to be more specific. Hartley - there was one on Planning Commission that generated

this discussion. Michael - I want to express my appreciation to these folks for coming. It
does not put more traffic to Ashdown Forest, only emergency access through Bridgewater. I
think it is fair to mention there is no traffic restriction in Ashdown Forest. I live in an HOA
that is not gated; people drive through that 2417.We are rlot interested in adding to the
Ashdown Forest problem. We are interested in accessing a City sheet and it would exceed
the 80 lots and the traffic standard. The previous council had the same problem and they
were ok for a similar thing. Mayor - the period of time or terms were not mentioned.
Michael - with the City trade with SITLA making another area available, it was not an
option in 2008, there was another group. Now the City owns and will have to put access in at
some point. Mayor - SUU has property in that area also. Michael - it is a concem for a
number of entities, Smith, SUU and maybe otheru. Mr. Smith owns other property that he
will need to develop. He will be a party to want to develop the road and hopefully help
participate in a road. This is just for a time being issue. Mayor - I asked Tyler to lay out
options for the Council to consider. Any action you want to take will go on the action agenda
next week. Tyler - one option is if you need more time is to table it. One option is it is the
Engineering Standard we will make you live to the standard. Second could be under our
ordinance you can grant a variance based on the Engineering Standards, let you develop and
waive the 80 lots. The third option can be the development agreement, put in terms; I don't
know what the terms would be. If we allow them to develop 23 in excess of80, what is the
option. Phillips - another access at a specified time. Hartley - how do you enforce it.
Mayor - how do you say you get to impact a development that met the standards? Wouldn't
another option be to take the City out of it and have Mr. Smith work with his own legal
remedies. Tyler - I guess he can take them (the HOA) to court and force them to let them in.
Michael - we would rather spend money on a road. Adams - you could build on the
backside ofthat street, through the SUU piece and put lots on both sides ofthe street and take
the street to Wedgewood. Tyler - we don't own all of that. Mayor - Linford Nelson owns
some of that. Adams - if it was on our property and we sold lots to help pay for the road.
Mayor - the SITLA is restricted to recreation. Melling - the west side, but it can be
amended. Paul - the east side is a hillside. Melling - we would have to get SITLA's
permission to do that. Adams - if we did like we did for Veteran's Cemetery and sold lots.
Mayor - there has been a lot of information thrown out. Are there other questions at this
point. Isom - put it on the action and have some options. Michael - I want to point out a
few things as points ofdiscussion for the outcome. It would be understood that this
resolution, if we reach one, would affect only the 23 lots, no development to piggyback this,
we are talking about strict conditional terms. We only want to deal with the lots there in
saleable condition, that need to be slightly refurbished. That is other than the extension into
Canyon Gate. This would be a city street dedicated. Another consideration that the
improvements in the ground be accepted, there were in compliance in 2008, so they should
not have to be upgraded because it is already planted. Tyler - would it be a PUD? Michael
they are narrow street to suggest a PUD, we are open to considerations.

-

CONSIDER A RESOLUTION AI\IENDING THE AIRPORT RULES &
REGULATIO NS. NICK HOLT: Nick Holt, Airport Manager - I met with Engineering
recently, we had a new hangar to be built, they realized some ofthe rules and regulations
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referring to engineering need to be updated. In Chapter 2 and Chapter 6, while doing it we
found a few amendments in Chapter 4, page 31, special aviation operations agreement, that
would require people to have a permit to self-fuel, this amendment says SASO cannot sell
fuel without obtaining the permit. Chapter 4, page 40 we have been operating under
agreements with SUU to not taxi by commercial flights for safety and because ofnoise, we
wanted to make that a regulation.

CONSIDER BID AWARD FOR SNOW E UIPMENT FOR THE AIRPORT UNDER
AIP038. NICK HOLT: Nick Holt , Airport Manager - we brought through the grant, this is
the bid to purchase the snow equipment. Jviation gave us estimates, we got two bids,
Oshkosh $564,900 and M-B Companies $554,158, Javaition reviewed bids and made sure all
qualifications were met, we met with Airport Board, Jviation and staff and we are all
recommending M-B Companies, they want to extend to 300 days. M-B companies had a
representative in the bid opening, and they think it will be quicker than that. Hartley - the
grant fully covers the cost? Nick - yes, AOP038 is the entitlement funding $1 million, part
was to pay St. George on the runway. It has been repaid, there will be $200,000+ left in the
entitlement and they asked to move it to the next year.
CONSIDER AIP 038 _ RFO AIRPORT PLANNING CONS ULTANTS. NICK HOLT:
Nick Holt, Airport Manager - I made a mistake, strike 038 and retitle AIP Funding - RFQ
Airport Consultants. This affects all our airport funding, not just AIP038. We want to enter
into another 5-year contract, we have to have consultant on retainer for Federal projects. We
do not have anyone on retainer right now, TO Engineering was our last consultant, it expired
last December. GDA was bought out by TO Engineering. We are only required to have
planners when we have projects that require planning for Federal funding. They have been
with the City for over 7 years.
CONSIDER PROPOSALS FOR THE 8OO SOUTH WATER TANK DESIGN
PROJECT. JONATHAN ST ATTIIS: Jonathan Stathis - we are looking to construct a new
tank approximately 800 S. Cross Hollow Road, we own a piece of property and it was
planned for a water tank. We have a major transmission line down Cross Hollow Road up to
the Cross Hollow tank. It shows a 4-million-gallon tank, we are planning 2.05-million-gallon
tank with a future tank in the same area. It also shows a pump station. Currently all the wells
pump down Hwy 56 down Cross Hollow Road to the Cross Hollow tank and it creates a
problem. This location is 350 feet lower than the Cross Hollow Tank. The wells will pump to
this tank and then to the Cross Hollow tank and take head pressure offthe Quichapa wells.
This is just for the concrete tank. Currently all the tanks are steel. You can bury a portion of
a concrete tank. The maintenance on concrete tanks is minimal. Steel tanks have to be
painted and you have to coat the inside and it is getting dilficult to take a tank out of service
to do that maintenance. It does not need coating or long-term maintenance. Phillips - why
not before? Jonathan - in the past the State has allowed tanks from the oil field to be used as
water tanks. They don't allow that anymore. The cost is comparable. You can use an old steel
tank if it has only been used for drinking water. Long term maintenance concrete will be
better. Isom - will we ever replace a steel tank with concrete? Jonathan - that is a
possibility. Mayor - this is the design work for the tank. Jonathan - we recommended
Bowen Collins, who tied with Sunrise. We felt Bowen Collins has more experience, they are
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more expensive, but it is within budget. Phillips - they are more familiar with concrete
tanks? Jonathan - yes, it is our first concrete tank, so we want to have the experience.
Hartley - we have had excess funds with water impact fees, will that be used? Jonathan
is water impact fees.

- it

CONSIDER PROPOSALS FOR THE WATER RI G HTS ASSESSMENT PROJECT.
JONATHAN STATHIS: Jonathan Stathis - this is to assess the water rights and make sure
in proper standing with the Division of Water Rights. Part of this is in light of the
groundwater management plan, we want our water rights protected. We received one
proposal $60,590 from Maybe, Wright and James, we are using them for other water right
work. It is more than was budgeted. They agreed to do the first three for $23,000 so that will
get the project started. Paul - we have another option, Mr. Hunter came to us a few weeks
ago and said he will be done with Spring cleanup and would like to start chip sealing roads
they are behind on. He asked to amend his budget to catch up on chip seal. That is before the
council the first meeting in May. If you want to further amend the budget, we could do that
and include this. Council said yes. Melling - on the scope, we discussed some time ago our
policy of fees in lieu of rights, is this under this or something else. Paul - the Water
Acquisition Ordinance is redlined and redrafted we will bring that sometime the first of May.

-

Hartley - the tasks in number 2, do we not do that when we acquire water rights. Jonathan
we are doing a betterjob now. In the past the policy has not been as strict to make sure the
rights are to a point a change application can be filed. This assessment will go back and see
what we have done over the years and make sure they are vetted and in proper standing.
Going forward we are better. Mayor - we made that change a few years ago. Jonathan it
will be more of a standard with the ordinance change that will be coming back to you. I felt
that was really important when I became the City Engineer.

CLOSED

S

ION _ PENDING LITIGATION:

Councilmernber Isom moved to go into closed session at 8:25 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Hartley; roll call vote as follows:
Ron Adams
Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling Scott Phillips -

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 8:43 p.m.; second by
Councilmernber Phillips; vote unanimous.

Savage,
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